The Committee on Law and Justice (CLAJ) is a standing committee of the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine. In 1975, it was established at the request of the Administrator, U.S. Law Enforcement Assistance Administration. For more than 40 years, CLAJ has attracted nationally and internationally renowned experts to provide independent advice to the nation on scientific issues pertinent to crime, law, and justice. The committee’s work has led to new theoretical perspectives in both existing and underdeveloped areas of justice research and evaluation.

CLAJ’s independent, expert reports and other scientific activities identify new areas of research, assist in resolving scientific controversies, extend the research agenda in established areas, promote theory development, and advance research-based policies. With the support of various sponsors, CLAJ accomplishes these tasks through consensus studies, workshops, symposia, and seminars on critical topics of interest to researchers, policy makers, practitioners, and the general public. Thoughtful planning and critical analysis by CLAJ account for the strong reputation that CLAJ enjoys among academics, government officials, policy makers, and practitioners. CLAJ projects are well designed and comprehensive in their scope and direction and highly relevant to key stakeholder communities.

OUR VISION...OUR VALUES
The mission of CLAJ is to improve governmental decision making and public policy, and promote the understanding and dissemination of research in matters involving law and justice.

TOPICS EXPLORED BY THIS COMMITTEE INCLUDE
- Crime: Causes, Trends, and Prevention
- Investigation and Enforcement: Forensics, Policing, and Regulation
- Adjudication: Courts and Sentencing
- Corrections: Incarceration and Supervision
- Delinquency: Prevention, Intervention, and Justice
- Civil Justice: Enhanced Research and Data Collection
- Victims: Vulnerable Populations and Family Violence
- Domestic and Personal Security: Terrorism and Cyber Security
- Research: Data and Measurement
- Evaluation: Programs and Policies
CURRENT & RECENT SPONSORS

Arnold Ventures
Annie E. Casey Foundation
William T. Grant Foundation

RECENT SELECTED REPORTS

The Growth of INCARCERATION in the United States
Exploring Causes and Consequences

Proactive Policing
Effects on Crime and Communities

UNDERSTANDING THE U.S. ILICIT TOBACCO MARKET
Characteristics, Policy Context, and Lessons from International Experiences

Reforming Juvenile Justice
A Developmental Approach

SUPPORT FOR FORENSIC SCIENCE RESEARCH
Improving the Scientific Role of the National Institute of Justice

CLAJ BOARD MEMBERS
Robert Crutchfield, Chair, Professor Emeritus and former Chair, Department of Sociology, and Adjunct Professor of American Ethnic Studies, and Social Work, University of Washington; Sally S. Simpson, Vice-Chair, Professor and Acting Chair of Criminology and Criminal Justice, and Director of the Center for the Study of Business Ethics, Regulation, & Crime (C-BERC), University of Maryland, College Park; Shawn D. Bushway, Professor, Rockefeller College of Public Affairs and Policy, University of Albany; Preeti Chauhan, Associate Professor, John Jay College of Criminal Justice and the Graduate Center, City University of New York; Kimberlé W. Crenshaw, Professor of Law, University of California, Los Angeles and Columbia Law School; Mark S. Johnson, Professor and Chair, Department of Community and Family Medicine, Howard University; Cynthia Lum, Director, Center for Evidence-Based Crime Policy, George Mason University; James P. Lynch, Professor and former Chair, Department of Criminology and Criminal Justice, University of Maryland, College Park; John M. MacDonald, Professor, Criminology and Sociology, University of Pennsylvania; Karen Mathis, Past President, American Bar Association; Theodore A. McKee, Judge, U.S. Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit; Steven Raphael, Professor, Goldman School of Public Policy, University of California, Berkeley; Laurie O. Robinson, Clarence J. Robinson Professor of Criminal Justice, Law, and Society, George Mason University; Paul H. Robinson, Professor, School of Law, University of Pennsylvania; Cynthia Rudin, Associate Professor, Computer Science and Electrical and Computer Engineering, Duke University; Susan B. Sorenson, Professor of Social Policy and Practice, Professor of Health and Societies, Senior Fellow in Public Health, Director of the Evelyn Jacobs Ortner Center, and Director of the Ph.D. Program in Social Welfare, University of Pennsylvania; Linda A. Teplin, Owen L. Coon Professor of Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences and Medicine, Northwestern University Feinberg School of Medicine; Heather Ann Thompson, Professor, Department of History, University of Michigan; Bruce Western, Professor of Sociology, Daniel and Florence Guggenheim Professor of Criminal Justice Policy and Management, Director, Malcolm Wiener Center for Social Policy, Harvard University
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